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The .tatistical problem. arising at traftic mea
surementa proce.s1Qg and at simulation of traf
fic sy.tems are ,discus.ed. 

The first part of the paper contains ~, short 
review of results devoted to verifications of 
b~sic traffic theory as.umptions, namely on 
Poisson call flow, exponential holding time dis
tribution, a compar1son of accuracy of various 
BR definitiona,a reliab1lity of service crite
r i a, in p~rticular load var1at10ns.ove~10w 
load. ~ r~pe~t~d call •• 

,The .econd part cov.ers variance reduction app
roaches: a comparison of accuracy of loss pro
bability definition. including a subatituting' 
the random variable. for their average.,using 
of BLB formula,Student's criterion,sample va
riance by Benes. 

The third part discu.ses a problem of the con
tinuity of solutions for service systems,i.e. 
whether small vari~tiona of basic distributions 
to induce considerable errors in grade of ser
viceo 
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The advancement of telephone and telegraph com
munication has called into being the teletraffic 
theory, which presently turned into a very inte
resting investigation area with serious yields 
into practice.Many of its constituents, such as 
the point process theory, the queueing theory -
have formed self contained scientific branches, 
having important a pplications far beyond the sc~ 
pe of the telecommunication theory and practice. 
Statistical methods were used for telephone net
works calculations as early as on the eve of our 
century.Systematic efforts in this direction, 
however, were initiated by K.Erlang.Since than 

'many attempts were made to verify those lows en
countered in communication practice.Naturally 
that along this way statistical methods have 
been penetrating into the traffic theory. 

We thank cordially the Technical Committee of 
the Congress for invitation to make a report. 
This offers us an exclusive opportunity to ex
press some of our viewpoints on several points 
of teletraffic theory,that need further study. 

I.STATISTICAL PROBLN~S ARISING BY TRAFFIC MEASU
REMENTS. 

I.I.Verification of the basic assumptions of te-
letraffic theory. 

Statistical verification of both the basic assu
mptions and its conclusions has accompanied the 
teletraffic theory development during all its 
existence.Originally,the idea about the call 
flow as a Poisson process was not a theoretical 
proposition,but rather an empirical faqt based 
on comprehensive statistical data. The assumptior 
that ~rlang formula retains the appearence re
gardless of the holding time distribution func
tion has appeared from observations and prelimi
nary trials.During almost fo~ty years this hypo
thesis had been inspiring prominent scientists 
for finding its strict proof. 

In the last few years excellent traffic measure
ments were carried 'out for checking the basic 
assumptions of traffic theory as well as for 
proving the service criteria,in particular,the 
recommendations of the International Consultati
ve Committee for Telephony and Telegraphy(CCITT: 
Say for instance about fundamental traffic mea
surements arranged inSwitzerland[I] ,Finland [21 , 
Denmark(3]and reported on the Sixth Internatio
nal Teletraffic Congress (ITC-6).Below we shall 
dwell on these and other materials of ITC-6 and 
discuss some recommendations of CCITT. 

A review paper by Hayward and Wilki~son[41gives 
good data about correlation between theory and , 
measurements;it confirms Poisson character of 
the call flow;shows a rather satisfactory corre· 
spondence of exponencial distribution to the 
holding time measurements;illustrates such com
plicated problems of the traffic theory as the 
effects of load variations,of repeated call at
tempts;discusses a relationship of these prob
lems and practical tasks of estimating the gra
de of service according to traffic measurements. 
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Wilkinson[5]gives numerical illustrations of th~ 
se questions,in particular, coincidence with the 
f irst Erlang formula, which corresponds well to 
histori cally known fact that loss probability 
on a f ullavailable group, servicing Poisson call 
flow,is determined by Erlang formula irrespec
t i vely of a t~e of holding time distribution 
(Sevastyanov[6 ).Nevertheless a deviation of 
holdi ng time d stribution from exponencial one 
have been observed and studied in detail by 
Rakho[2],and in his opi nion the Veibull distri
but i on ~~p {-(t-~)"/c() d. )O , ~>o t~~)()/is to be 
pref ered. )} 

I . 2 .Load measurement at the busy hour (BH)' 

Telephone networks ar e designed so a s to provi
de a required quality of service at the BR . 
Measurement s have shown (LeGall[7],Lotze[8) ) 
that the busiest period falls on the t ime bet
ween 9 and 11 hours a. m. when a rather high and 
stable load i s observed ( of course,for rcsiden
tal district s a busi est period should be cho sen 
within evening hours ). 

Various statistics measured in a busiest period 
may be used f or evaluation t he BH traffic.Let , 
us compare some three stat istics: 
I.Mean load during a definite hour (for example 

r om 10 to 1I a. m.) over a r at her long observa
tion period . 
2.According to the classical method (Oehme 9 ) 
f i ve hour measurements (each being shiftea by 
15 min) are made during the bus iest period and 
maximum value among f ive mea sured meanings x , 
i=I , • • • ,5, indi cates t he BH . Then,such maxim~ 
values over days are averaged on the whole mea
surement period. 
3.Accor ding to the method r ecommended by CCITT 
[10] measurements may follow the classical me
thod but with another mode of averaging: a mean 
value f or the first hour (9 .00-10.00 a.m.)is 
calculated over the whole measuring period,than 
cal culation is made for the second hour (9.15-
10.15 a.m.) and so on for the fifth hour(IO.OO
I I .OO).A maximum among five means is taken as a 
BH traff ic. ' 

Compare load values obtained by various method. 
Suppose that n is a number of measurement days, 
y load estimate by i-me1hod,i=I,2,3.Let the 
r~al mean load be e~al y,and real variance of - , 
the load values is 6'2.. ' 

According to definition 
, 11. 

~1:: - ~ ~41 I (I) 
IJ '" 6'" lJ 

~ ,,~£. r"Y\~)( x.~;) (2) 
I?. "" .i .. 1 '6"~S' G 

\.l - ho\A)C {..L ~ x" 1 
A' - ,~" ~ , ... J:. I "'J J . ( 3 ) 

Calculations (Oehme 9 ) show that 

U .... 0) 5'6~ ~ ~ M {"",~)C X~;} ~ 4"+ " \ '3 ~ (4) 
(J 1~1.~5 IJ tJ 

where the estimate from the above is obtained 
as the average value of the five independent 
measurements maximum, each_having normal distri
bution with a mean value ~ und variance 6~ , 
while the estimate from oelow is accordingly an 
average value over two measurements (from 9 to 
10 and from 10 to I I_a .m.) .From y de,finition 
it follows that MYT=y,where M sim~ol 'of mathe
matical expectation. Comparison of two other de
finitions :gives My?> My~ which may be proved ' 
strictly.With n giVen w~ obtain from (4 ) t hat 

~ +O,56~ ~/~ ~ M~~~ j + I/'~ ~ I (5) 

Due to 2nd method, independent of n 

~+O,S64 b ~ M~~ ~ i + Ill?> 0 ( 6 ) 

( n affects only the variance of Y2 estimate). 

From (5) and (6) we find that with n> no,' defined 
from the equation 0,5646" =1,13 6'/rr\o i. ••• . Wl~h 
My 2> My.3 :T,heref ore , 

M ~1 '> M ~~ '> M~,\ .,. i· 
Hence' we draw a conclusion that the CCITT recom
mended method gives some overestimated EH load 
value as compared ,to real value.Determination of 
this overestimate ' requires statistical stu~ of 
the load distribution and ,especiall y, of 6 va
lue.Of course the approving itself of this over
estimate is outside the scope of teletraffic th~ 
ory. 

I.3.0n service criteria. 

According to CCITT recommendations CrI] two con
ditions are to be fulfilled for international 
teletraffic () I 

'J\ A)O '" 0.0 

':it' (A ~ ) < 0,07 (7) 

where A~o and As are the averages of the 30 and • 
5 highe~~ EH traffic flow values during last , 
year (i.e. 360 days ) ,1Iis the loss probabili~y. 
Putting A3Q and As instead of A~60 ( the aver age 
of 360 BH ) was introduced for ~ more senSible 
responce to traffic variations.However if W8 
consider s t atist ical nature of A~o and As esti-
mates the above recommendations ~ould ha~dly be • 
just ificied, because statistical conclusions ma-
de over 30 or only 5 measurements are les s a ccu-
r at e than over all 360 measurememts.In tl;l.e last 
case a mea'~ square deviation equals 6'J60/~ -
-= 0.053 b\60 while in two first cases O.,g~6' 
andO.4Jtf, bS ,and besides eVidentlyE»j60«:O,o"''Is . 
Therefore A30 estimate is at least 3.5 times and 
A estimate 8 times less sensitive to the mean 
laad va~iations than A~~o.Requirement (7) having 
the form of two ',inequ.s:Ilties makes the variance 
of conclusions even more. 

To prove inequalities 6''1.0 <. G"30 <. (!; 5' 
we adduce corresponding inequalities fQr quan
tiles xI/2,xI/I2,xI/72,which indirectly conform 
with A7.6 ,A ~o,As . For Gaussian curve , i.e. for 
normal/~~st~1bu~ion with mean value of zero and 
variance of a unit mean square deviations of 
these guantiles are accordingl~0.066tO.079, 
0. 177 (See Ken'dall and Stuart Lf2]). 

li'rom statist ical viewpoint preference should be 
given to statistics in the form 'i(A~) ~~ ( for 
exampl e oc. =0.001) or at least in the form • 

Cl. "'" ( A!Jo) .... I-:Ji ( As) < p> 
instead of requirements (7) because this inequ
ality has less variance than (7). 

T~e discussed question on inequalities accuracy 
is pertinent to an unsolved problem: how to def- • 
ine the grade of service?Importance of this qu
estion for CCITT wa s emphasized by E. Wright at 
the I PC-6.A. Elldin [ I3 ,I4] considers as necessa-
ry to supplement conditions (7) by a require-
ment of their precise accomplishment and he also 
stresses the need in their further modifications 
to take into account the load variations and its 
tendency to grow. 

A more complicated criterion would have been de
vised for this purpose, of a type 
where ' ~ C1.c:. 'i L < '6 (8) 

Yi may be understood as measured parame
ters A~60,A~o'~s or as similar values with ac
countifig ~he ~ime of measurement, for instance 
over first half year,second half year,previous 
year,the estimates of a variance of these va
lues etc.,then under a· we understand "weigh
ting" factors,considertng the effect of parame
t ers on a total quality criterion. The available 
results of traffic measurements [1-3] are ade
quate for proving the criterion of (8) type. 

The use of criterion (7) requires solving a sta-
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tistical problem:howtQ pass from known values 
of 7t(A~c~ and 1t (-'5') to -pthe.!' system parameters, 
for instance to ~(A'w),8nd vice versa how to 
estimate 1r(A.e) and: _:Jr(A s) by known1i(A~60) • 

I.4.Load va~iations. 

Load variation in ' communication network is a ma~ 
tler of c~mmon knowledge: 
I.Var1ation~ n,uring day-time, ' 
2.Variations from da.~ to ' day in the load values 
and EH times. 
3.Systematic lOAn increase may be during some 
week days , 
4.Seasonal variations and others. 

A telephone system design without considering 
these load variations may lead in practice to 
losses several times more than were specified. 
It is because the average losses considering 
load variation are more than loss function va
lues at the mean load point y since the function 
of loss probability is convex within low losses ' 
range . 

To avoid this situation a rated load y =~h6y is ' 
oflen recommended instead of y (Livshits~5] , 
Karl sson [I6] ) where 5; variance of y, h a fac
t or > O.If h=2 then tne 95% upper confidential 
load lewel is to be taken instead Y.The choice 
of ~ however should be connected with the fol-
1 w~ng statistical considerations which ignoran
ce may result in ~Q greatly exceeding ~ , 

I) I f y is understood as a number of offered 
calls than in case of poisson load iwithout re
peated calls) as it is known 6"~ - ~ becau
se the mean value and variance lIre coincided 
for poisson call flow, 
2) If y is understood as a carried load as it is 
in case of EH load measuring than o~ value will 

increase since o~ will be affected not only by 
one random factoru(moments of ,calls comi~) but 
also by random holding times.Hence o~ > ~~ • 
More precise i~ay be sa~ that for first kind 
poisson load \lZi '). 6" > '.J q . The upper limit 
is reached by ob~ervi~g t~ carriAd load in an 
infinite trunk group and 6~ is near this 'mea- -
ning at a small loss probab~lity for any system. 
It is note that Bretschneider [I7J has drawn at
tention to the necessity for using relation 6'; :2j at traffic mea surements. 

Benes ( IS ] investigated this question in more 
detail.He has shown that for fullavailable 
group with losses 

-~T 
D (Mt(T)) z 2 ~'l. e (fl. - I ... ~~ i 

(n./sl. '1) 1 

T , 
where Mt (T>' a ~ ~ , ~ (:lIf(t)] att- ) 

~ [x:(t)]_a functional which is defined over 
Markov pro cess x(t) describing the a~ion of 
group,~ and 6 1 -me~n value and variance of a 
busy lines number, 0 -variance of function f 
over stationarv dist ,ibution. ' 

Instead of (9) one make take 

( ) 
2. ~1,.1 6"2 

D M~(T ~ ~ T (10) 

I n a particular case (;l ~ 6'4 and in ~ase_of 
an infinite trunk group 6"1/m. =1 and G =m=:.;r _ 
whence we have the required approximation 6"~s2~. 

From the abovp. some conclusions may be drawn. 
I) The deviation from the ~fst ~e poisson 
load may be discussed if b,~ > 2.!:j • 
2) To facilita~e dimensioning of trunk groups 
witu load variations additinnal t~bles should be 
available besides the existing ones in which 
load variations ne"r y would be conSidered, 
for inAtance by normal low and with different 

variances.This would have provided the more pro
ven dimensioning than using a rated load y =1+ 
+hG Aelected as it is known (Livshits[I~c) 
frol a requirement not to surpass maximum losses 
in majority of EH (90-95 %) .Similar proposal was 
expressed by Le i;all [71 ,Longley [19 ] 

The above mentioned considerations need to be 
taken into account in cases when due to measu
ring the carried load y conclusion5 are made 
that the call flow intensity~ has increased by 
some value ~A .Si"lilar relations between avera
ges of these values were derived by Oberto (20]. 
For using them in practice the same relAtion 
between variances of A and ~ are to take into 
account. 

Finding the unbiased estimate5 of~ , and ~ i5 a 
useful statistical problem considered by Des
cloux [211. 

I.5.Calculations with overflow traffic. 

According to CCITT document [22J overflow tra
ffic coming to the secondary group and obtained 
by adding .At loads lost on primary groups is re
commended to be taken with a peakedness coeffi
cient 

4. t~>'~ :e. = _L,--_ (11) +- A~ 
where tt the peakewtess coefficient for ).~ load. 
In [22] a table of zi coefficients is offered. 
For example z=I.I3 for a load lost on one line, 
z=I.31 for two lines etc. 

A problem of summing flows is associated with 
limit theorems for Poisson process which lay in 
the basis of the teletraffic the9ry (Gnedenko 
[23J ),in particular with Grigelionis's theo
rem [24J containing the conditions of Poisson 
flow origination by summing nonordinary and 
nonstationary flows. 

A calculation of losses in two gradings (Fig.I) 
is performed to check usefulness of formula (11) 
and limit theorem. 

). A A A .).. oX 
~ , J, 

'" 
~ • J. ... ~ "- -l- .t, 

'" C)' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 

&-0-0--0 C 0---4 O--<l Cl 0 0 -c 
Q 0 0- 0 0 0 c--o--o---o~ 

et. F· I .G-l.g. • 

In Table I precise values of loss probability 
Jt with two approximations are enlisted (with 

relative errors in brackets), in first ~ case it 
is supposed that the summary flow lost on n in- , 
dividual lines i~ a Poi~on flow with a total I 

intensity n.)''')./(I ... )t.)~J:J and in the second ca
.se the same but du~ to l-22j the value I. 17 ~ is 
taken instead of ~ • 

Table I. 

A Tt'" Poisson CCITT 
a 0.5 0.0519 0.0392(-22%) 0.0487(-6%) 

0.278 0.00988 0.00501(-49%) 0.00728(-26%) 

b 0.109 0.000904 0.00033(-63%) 0.00097(+7~) 

Conclusions. 
I) The Poisson approximation is insufficiently 
accurate despite of a rather big number of 
flows (in b case there are S flows). 
2) The approximation in accordance with CCITT 
recommendations is more accurate but it may be 
made more accurate taking into account a de
pendence of z from ~\ (or 1\ ) ,this devendence is 
inclUded in Wilkinson-Bretschneider s equiva
lent random method. (The later method needs com
puter programs for solving direct and inverse 
equitions with fractional number of lines") 
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l.6.Repeated call problem. 

Statistical traffic measurements show that a 
call losses in practice are often many times 
more than specified and achieve many percents . 
instead of some promiles what in its turn leads 
to appearing' repeated calls.According to Rakho 
[2] only 67% of . calls are ~uc?esful.Simil~r data 
are given by Hayward and W~lk~nson (41 : ~n the 
Bell System simple procedure is assumed that the 
number of calls offered equals the number of 
carried calls plus the blocked attempts. 

l------r----y---::::.o~-____, 

:tq8~---;~:--r-+~=----4-----4 

~~6t-----Ir'-7"'"-+-i----+--~ 
2 ~~r--~~~--;r--~--~ 
0-

0, 2 . .....-~'-#---+-__::; ....... "F_-___I 

O~~~ __ -L __ ~ __ -J 
4 , g 10 A 

Fig.2. 
This shows the need fOI' cardinal revision .of. 
t eletraffic theory basis changing models with -
losses for models with repeated calls.Fig.2 il
lustrates the differences between two models: 
10 Rs probabilities by Erlnng formula Elo(~)for 
IO-trunk group is compared with a ratio of lost 
attempt s to offeren calls plus lost attempts, 
~ -intensity of repetitions,mean holding time 

equals to ' 1. Data for the model with repeated 
calls are take~ from Jonin and Sedol's tables 
[25J .(An approach based on considerina the mo

del with repeated calls as a model with queueing 
gives approximately the same curves [ 26] .) 

The results of ITC-6 activity indicate a tur
ning point in the repeated call problem as at 
the Congress the importance of this problem for 
CCITT was not only ShOWD' (Pratt' s messaae, J en
sen (27J , Newstead and Tange [28]) but several 
authors quite independently offered solutions 
for this problem for fullavailable grou~ with ~ 
losses (Jonin and Sedol r29] ,Bretschne~der [3~, 
Sneps-Sneppe [26]).Besides a method of calcula
ting additional load due ro vrepeated calls has 
been devised (Le Gall t 31] ,Sneps-Sn~ppe [26] ). 
The above reports compose a primary basis for 
corresponding CCITT recommendations. 

in artvanceme-t of investigations performed .b7 
Kosten et al. [35J ,Ba~harin [361 ,011so%1 r 37, 3~, 
Descloux [39] ,Sneps-Sneppe and rkauniftk~ L40,4!. 
This algorithm allow!'" to study the accurac- of 
differe~t statistics de~ermined over birth and 
death processe~ (Sneps-Snenpe and Shol~y [42) ). 
:B'ig.3 show~ the results of comparing between va
rince of various loss probability e@ltimates on 
a 6-line fullavailable group.!ilt by time, 'lie by 
calls, three remained estimates modified by a ~ub
stitution of some random values for their avera
ges, namely, for 1\;td. estimate this is a random 
sittir..g time in states, for 1icci this is a random 
number of offered calls in the state "all lines 
are busy" ,for the estimate by load 1iVG( - is a 
random sitting time and a random number of of
fered calls in the state "all lines are busy". 

Fig.3 shows that. 
I) The use -of 'Jt-t is more accurate than J\ Co at low 
call intenSity A and vice-versa at lar~e ~ • 
2) Modified estimates ~h l'C"ecland 7rtcl(.. are unifor-
mly more precise than 1i"tand l't'e ,and the most pre- • 
cise is 1i eo. estimate. 

The same conclusions were obtained for a system 
with !I!'I. finite number of waiting piaces (See also 
'Polyak 8._,,<'1 Belov[43] ) and for id~al gradings, 
this enables to recommend statist~cs 'It"ectfor any 
system simulation.The papers of Poiyak (441 , • 
Andronov and Rosenblit (45] are also devoted to 
comparison of loss probability e~timates.A series 
of Lind's papers (see (46]) adjoints to this 
p:oblem as wel16 

2.2.Use of formulas together with simulation 
results. 

Let us to demonstrate this approach on the Ba
sharin-Longley-Benes (BLB) formula 

-t>- .;\~ ~-I 
,1:. ;~ (.A) .n_ (1- ; j (A)) 

.A () \.. &0 0 ~! J _ 0 0 ~ Tl .A : f- ~ ~I ~. (1- i ~ (A» 
;to ",=-o I.. J~o 

where ~. (~) the estimate of loss pro~ab±lity on 
a subspa~e conSisting of states with J lines bu
sy.A weak dependence ~~(.A) from oX di~covered by 

0,2 """'---'--,---r--r---r--r 
Q) 

~ O,IO+--+-++-+--t"I:--:1tJc-1 
cs 

o O,ll+--+--II't---r-"""t 

Q) 
v 
~ 

IS 
':<>.1 +--+--t~-r-'--I • As to preparing recommendations there is one 

difficalty of statistical nature: variance of a 
loss probability estimate was much more for the 
model with repeated calls than for the model 
with losses, by a given call jntensity.Therefore 
in the recommendations it is desirable to indi
cate not only the method of repeated call esti
mation but as well the required accuracy of sta
tistical conclusions.No do~bt that works 0+' Ell
din t 3sJ and Kornishev [33J a1.so will he useful 
for proving the .. recommendations. 

>' 0-
> 

2.PROBLEMS ARISING BY STATISTICAL SI~ruT~TION 
OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Because tre method of sta~istical simulation is 
used widely for engineerin&-calcul~ti?n of ?om
munication systems (Kosten L34J ) ~t ~s of ~m
portance to develop some common methods for es
timation the accnrR.C;-· of simulation reflul tR. It 
i~ known that simul~tion error by certRi~ aspum
ptions is of the form {TIlT, w~ere D. the variance 
04> a ;'tudied eRtimp.te per time unit,T time in
t~rval over whic~ t~e traffic i" simulated.L~t 
us di~cuss the problems ~o~n~cten with variance 
redu~tio""" anproa~~es,i.e.w'ith ~l;t()osing thc.e-ti
mates ha"ring minimum sl'lmnle var1ance ,qnd w1th 
choosing simul~tion methods giving minimum vari£ 
nce. 

2.I.On a~curacy of loss probability estjmate~. 

The below discu~cp.d algorithm h~s been developed 
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Fi~.3. Fig.4. 
Basharin [47,48] permits to simulate switching 
s"ystem at a certain >'0' to obtain estimat~s of 
~t. (~o).l and then to calculate ~(A)for any.A from 
the BL~ formula.Fi~.4 gives a comparison of . 
variances for loss probability estimates in a 
9-line ideal grading:~~is the mo~t accurate 

estimate according to section 2.I,1ru~i~ is the 
estimate according (12) at equal number of offe
red calls ' at any s'nbspace, 'J\ot!t the same at op
timal numb~r of calls (the op~imality in. sence 
of ~(A)minimum). 

;to 

2.3.Reduction of t> estimate variance. 

As the result of 

~= i(T) ± At> 
w»ere n (T) an estimate of variable Simulated, 
() (T) variance estimate, At> cOnfidencial factor 

depending ~ 0 estimate method.It is essential 
to choose ~ with minimum variance.The most 
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known but unfortunately the least accurate ap
proach is based on the Student's criterion (a 
long-term realization is fractured int o n inde
pendent piece~ giving "1 , ... ,~~ and accor
ding to them sample variance is estimated). 

The accounting of the correlation between.AL _. 
and 'tt offers ~ome 307~ economy (Kilinmerl,er49]). 
Even more economy are offered estimate s of the 
type 

. , ~ c.: ~ 
Tt =- __ x.k ----

~O(~ ... ~p..~ 
where ~~, ~t equally distributed and indepen
dent random variables defined over a random in
terval betwee'n two successive transitions at 
t he "all lines busy" state (all the estimates 
for section 2.1 may be presented in this form). 
According to theorem of variance for function of 
random variable§. D-n- d.;pends · on the estimates 
of 'l.mean values 0( and I~ , variances -6!. and 
..j~ ,and cQvariation cov(cx , ~). (Sec also Po

lyak [50 J. J ' 

And finally we will point to the variance esti
mate proposed by Benes [IB1 

( 
.1. G2. , 

D, T) ~ 2.0" - -
~ , \' """- T 

(for legend see sec.I.4.).This estimate happ
end to be 100 times more precise for infinite 
t runk group than the estimate according to Stu-
dent ' s criterion. ' 

A usefu~ness of Benes's approach to large swi
tching systems is yet an unsolved problem.Fig.5 
gives a comparison between real variance D of 
loss probability and its approximation by Be
nes for a .3-line grading [51) whence a con
clusion follows that ~uch an estimate is true 
also for more complicated systems than fullava
ilable ones . 

1 3 O . ~ 

..A~ I' f J 0,2 )..-...? 

0, 1 
Fig.5. 2. ~ 6 .A 

.3.0N CONTINUITY OF SOLUTIONS OF TELETRAFFIC 
THEORY 

Over whole lengt.h of our rep.ort we were forced 
to point that initial distributions of call , 
intervals,holding times are known to us not ex
actly.lt is natural to ask ourselves about the 
effect of this inaccuracy on the final result. 
Might it be so that a rather small inaccuracy 
in defining, say,of holding time distribution 
may lead to notable errors in the estimates of 
service grade?The same question contained in 
the report of one of us at ITC-6 (Gnedenko[23]). 
The answer proved to be positive :it is possible 
to show such holding time distributions, which 
are close to each other in the sense of uni
f~rm metrix but solutions differ radically: a 
queue for one distribution will grow unlimited, 
while for the other it will tend t~ stationa
ry s~ate.The importance of these problems is 
doubtless,they deserve the most comprehensive 
and detail study.This work ' is still in early 
stage and now only a few number of papers may 
be reported, devot,ed to separate particular 
problems with considerable limitations. 

On the f~rst· hand a classical problem ~ith lo
sses has been considered by Franken [52J ,Bo
rovkov [ 531 and on the other hand - a classi
cal queuein~ problem ( Kalashnikov and Tsitsi-
ashvili (5!+J,Tsitsiashvili [561,Stoyan [55], 
KennedY (57] .AII' theee authors used quite dif-

ferent approaches to the solutionl direct calcu
lation,use of Ly.punov's stability the~ry,use ot 
measure copvergence. 

From that already made it may be certainly make 
clear that an uniform proximity of distributi
ons does not guarantee close solutions, because 
the distribution moments may vary greatly in 
this case .ln some instances a tranefer to the 
proximity in metrix L saves the situation • 
Mainly a high degree ~f the distribution!! proxi
mity at high argument values is to be provided. 
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